OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR SURVEY
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION
Old Secretariat, Delhi-110054

No:- F.DE.21(1)/188/Stat/2009/Vol.-IX/ 16233-42

Dated: 19/2/13

OFFICE ORDER

Subject:- 8th AISES - Data Entry of Main Schedules.

MHRD and NCERT have expressed their concern over the delay in finishing the data entry/ data validation/ data uploading of 8th AISES to the NCERT web portal by District Survey Officers. It has been emphasized time and again that it is the responsibility of DSOs (i.e. DDE) to carry out the survey work including data entry/ data validation/ data uploading of 8th AISES in their respective districts. NCERT has also commented after conducting the training that it seems that DSOs are not giving due importance to the 8th AISES work which has resulted in undue delay in completion of data entry/ validation/ uploading of main schedules (SIF1, SIF2, UIF and VIF) of 8th AISES.

Therefore all District Survey Officers are again being directed to give due importance to 8th AISES work and take necessary steps to speed up and get 8th AISES work completed by 25th Feb. 2013. No further extension will be granted and noncompliance will be viewed seriously.

(Amit Singh, IAS)
Director of Education/
Director Survey

Copy for necessary action to:-

1. All District Survey Officers (DDEs), Directorate of Education, Delhi/ New Delhi.
3. P.S. to the Secretary Education, GNCTD, Old Sectt., Delhi.